
HOW TO WRITE A CONCRETE POEM WORKSHEET

This poetry worksheet is from carriagehouseautoresto.com Shape (Or Concrete) Poems Let us write a shape poem
about rain in the shape of a raindrop. Step 1: .

Your child should only draw an outline, if possible. Lightly in pencil, or on the computer, write your poem
into the shape. Adding Difficulty to the Assignment: Medium Level 1. The NASA website has a great
example about the first ever airplanes if you click here. With this activity, you bring it all togetherâ€”and also
let Mom know how much she is loved in the process. Continue writing words until the poem is complete and
the outline is full. Totally free. Most students know how to write a rhyming poem. Ask students to write about
a favorite hobby, interest, sport, collection, activity, game, etc. And in Kindergarten and first grade they will
be learning to read and write. Lightly in pencil, or on the computer, write the lines of your poem along the
lines of your drawing â€” remember that we normally read from left to right, and from top to bottom! A
cinephile? Does she have a green thumb? Brighten mom's day with a set of kid-designed "mom coupons" that
are sure to keep mom happily pampered for weeks. Finally, erase the line drawing, so that it is just the words
from your poem left creating the image! You can keep doing this until you are happy. Have your child use
markers to decorate the card however she thinks Mom would like it best. A gourmet? Did You Know? Ask
students to write the poem neatly around the shape. Draw a simple outline of its shape on paper or on the
computer. Direct students to write a four-to-six line rough draft of a poem on the topic. For example, her
brown eyes were rivers of emotion or Darin was the rock of his team. The shape should be formed by the
words creatively. From the earliest years of school, children learn about holidays in their community and how
to participate in a variety of ways. Drawing Poems Another way to make concrete poetry is to use the lines of
words to make the lines of a drawing. Is Mom easy-going? Turn the paper as she writes so that your child is
always writing from left to right along the outline of the shape, and help her in choosing colors that will bring
the picture to life. Proudly display all of the poems in the room. Make sure the sketch is simple enough that
words can be written along the shape easily. For example, students could take the words to a poem about
baseball and the circle shape and the sewing lines become areas to write. Color can be used to add interest.
Begin by brainstorming topics on the board. Using the pencil outline as a guide, have your child use colored
pencils to write words that describe Mom and her favorite thing in the shape of the sketch. Alliteration is
where three words or more in a line start with the same consonant. Or, Brian was as big as an oak tree. This
type of poetry has been used for thousands of years, since the ancient Greeks began to enhance the meanings
of their poetry by arranging their characters in visually pleasing ways back in the 3rd and 2nd Centuries BC.
The poem should be six to eight lines long. Here is an example about a snowman: Choose an object to be the
subject for your poem. If you were writing in pencil, go over the writing in pen first. This activity usually
brings excitement when students find out that they can write poetry about football, hunting, or scrapbooking
instead of just about love. Shape poems showcase students' creativity and can be quite fun to write and the
displayed poems will add artwork to the language arts classroom. Now, talk to her about words that describe
Mom as well as Mom's favorite thing. In my example I wanted to add branches to the tree, so used repeated
words from my poem to highlight the theme, and make the picture better. Color the shape to add creativity and
interest.


